O-ia) r(«,«) = G(«) = 2n_1([^)2-/2]!, (1-lb) T(m, «) = [(m+1)/2]
(n/2 < m Sn-l,m^ 1).
They showed that the bound (1-lb) is the best possible and went on to consider the effect of excluding polynomials with factors of certain degrees. In particular, their bound for polynomials without rational zeros is In the present paper we improve the values of T(m, ri) in (1-1 a) and (1-2) by utilizing a lower bound derived in [2] for the maximum absolute value of a polynomial on a finite set. For m = n and m = n-1 we obtain T(«, ri) = Bn 
.).
Bn>G(n) when «>5. B'n exceeds the bound (1-2) (for m = n-1) when «>7. For n/2<mSn -2, Theorem 4 below yields a bound which coincides with (1-2) for odd m but is slightly higher for even m > 6. This bound is the best possible for polynomials without rational zeros.
In the concluding section we determine the forms of the polynomials covered by the various criteria. . The values of a monic polynomial on a finite set. In this section the coefficient domain for all polynomials is understood to be the real field. We need the following result from another paper [2, Corollary 4].
Lemma 1-1. Let cx<c2< ■ ■ ■ < cn be real numbers, d=max¡ (ci + x -Ci),L = cn -cx; and let qk(x) be a monic polynomial of degree k>0. IfL>d(k-l),
This leads to a theorem which is the basis of the irreducibility criteria. Theorem 1. Let xx<x2< ■ ■ ■ <xn be integers, and let qk(x) be a monic polynomial of degree k. Ifn>k>0, then
For the proof we need, in addition to Lemma 1-1, some results of de la Vallée Poussin [5, Chapter VI] concerning Tchebichef approximation on finite sets. Given an arbitrary real function / defined at the points cx<c2< ■ ■ ■ <cn («> 1) and a positive integer m^n -2, there is a unique polynomial pm(x)=pm(x; cx,..., cn) such that, as pm(x) ranges over the set of all polynomials of degree ám, the deviation, maXj \f(c¡)-pm(ci)\, assumes its minimum value pt,m(cx,..., cn) when Pm(x)=pt(x). That is, where Ix, I2,..., Im + 2 are distinct integers from among 1,2,...,« chosen so that the right member is a maximum.
Proofs of the foregoing are given in [5, Chapter 6] . We apply them now to the function f(x) = xk,k<n. such that equality holds in (2-6.5).
Equality holds only for the polynomial q£(x) = xk-p^x(x).
The case n = k+ 1 leads to the following result of Pólya [4, p. 32] .
where pk(x) is an integral polynomial of exact degree k and jct, x2,...,xk+1 are any k+l distinct integers.
Lemma 1-3. Let cx<c2< ■ ■ ■ <cn and ex < e2 < ■ ■ ■ < en be real numbers such that
If ix, h, ■ ■ -, ik + i are any k+l distinct integers from among 1, 2,..., «, then (2-9) pk(eh, ei2,..., ei(£ + 1) ä Pk(ch, ch,..., cik + 1).
Moreover, for any monic polynomial qk(x) of degree k, (2-10) max \qk(et)\ ê max \q%(ct; cx,..., cn)\.
i-1,9.n i = l,2.n Proof. (2-8) implies that e¡-et^cf-ct for lSi<jSn. Hence, _i(ei,..., en) Wi(cx,..., cn) and (2-9) follows by (2-6). Next, from among 1,2,...,« choose two sets of k+l distinct integers, 71; 72,..., Ik+1 and/^Pj,..
.,Jk + 1, which respectively maximize Pk(ch, cl2, ...,cIk+1) and Pk(e}l, e,2, ...,eJlc+J.
Then, max \qk(e¡)\ ^ pk(e,x, el2,..., eJk+1) ^ pk(eh, e,2,..., e,k+l) ¡ = 1,2.n è Pk(c¡x, c,2,..., c,K + l) = max |c7*(c¡; cx,..., cn)\ i = 1,2.n by Lemma 1-2, (2-9), and Lemma 1-2 again.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. Since the x¡ are integers, (2-8) is satisfied if we take e¡ = x¡, Ci = i. By Lemmas 1-3 and 1-1 we have
Theorem 2. Let Pn(x) be an integral polynomial of exact degree «, and let
If there aren integers, xx<x2< ■ ■ ■ <xnsuch that
then Pn(x) is irreducible over the field of rational numbers.
Proof. Since, for «^4, Bn-¿ 1 and (3-1) is vacuous, we assume «^5. It will be convenient to prove the following lemma. Lemma 2. Ler xx<x2< ■ ■ ■ <xn be integers, n^5, and let pk(x) be an integral polynomial of exact degree k, n/2^k¿n-1. Then
The proof of the theorem will then follow immediately; for, if Pn(x) were reducible, there would be a factorization, Pn(x) =pk(x)-rr(x), in which pk(x) and tt (x) are integral polynomials and pk(x) has leading coefficient a # 0 and degree k in the range, n/2^k^n-l. For fewer than « -1 points (but more than «/2) we have Theorem 4. Let Pn(x) be an integral polynomial of exact degree n having no rational zeros, and let m be an integer in the range, n/2<m^n -2. If there are m integers, xx < x2 < ■ ■ ■ < xm, such that Proof. We assume m §5, since for lower values the theorem is vacuous. If Pn(x) were reducible, it would have a factor -n-k(x) with integral coefficients and degree k in the range, 2^k^n/2. We shall show that and the right member exceeds one for 3Sk<m -4 as well as for k=m-4, m -3, m -2 when m^8 and for k=m-1 when m^9. Direct computation shows that B(k, m)>Am in all other cases in which m^l. For «7 = 6, 5 (which do not satisfy Condition U) (3-10) continues to hold (though not necessarily strictly). This is proved by treating each value of k individually as in Lemma 2. Suppose now that m does satisfy Condition U but that equality holds in (3-10). This is possible only for k = 2, as we have just seen, m is even, since (m -l)2 = 2v2-l for some integer v. By (3-11) and (3-12) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) max \q2 ( Pn(x) = Q(x)R(x).
R(x) has no rational zeros, since its leading and constant coefficients are both one, and P( ± 1)^0. Hence, the polynomial (3-19) has a rational zero if and only if the discriminant Dm of Q(x) is a square. Now, Dm = {(m-I)2-s}/2, where 5=0 when m=l (mod 4), 5 = 4 when m = 3 (mod 4), and i= -1 when m is even. Consequently, when m _ 1 (mod 4), Dm is never a square. In the other two cases, if Dm is a square, we use instead of (3-19) where N=[(n +1)/2]. Then the polynomial,
is irreducible over the rational field; and every polynomial Pn(x) meeting the criterion (3-1) has this form.
Proof. Since Pt(x<)=gk(x¡) for i=l, 2,..., «, (4-1) implies that P*(x) satisfies (3-1) and hence is irreducible by Theorem 2. Conversely, let Pn(x) be an integral polynomial of degree « having leading coefficient a and satisfying (3-1). Dividing If the polynomial, (ax+b)(x-xx)(x-x2)-■ -(x-Xn-i)+gk(x), has no rational zero, it is irreducible over the rational field; and every polynomial Pn(x) meeting the criterion (3-7) has this form. 
